Montrose Air Station Heritage Centre
Family Open Weekend

Ring the bell and run like ...........

Squadron Scramble !!!

When the bell rings grab your parachute and flying gear and scramble to your Spitfire !!!

Hear that Merlin engine roar and take your selfie in the cockpit !!!

Aircraft on display:

BE2a (R) : RFC First type in Montrose 1913
Sopwith Camel (R) : RFC/RAF WW1 Fighter
Miles Hawk Major : RAF WW2 Trainer
Aero Anson C19 : RAF WW2 Transport Command
Spitfire Mk 5 (R) : RAF WW2 Fighter
Gloster Meteor : RAF First jet fighter
de Havilland Vampire : RAF Second jet fighter

Light Aircraft Fly-in at Broomfield, Great Britain's first operational military airfield established in 1913


Family Open Weekend
August 25th & 26th 2018
Open 10:00 to 16:00 - Free Entry to all

Montrose Air Station Heritage Centre, Waldron Rd, Montrose, DD10 9BJ, 01674-678222
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